Honor Code Exam Now Available on T-Learn

Sheryl Tynes <stynes@trinity.edu>  Sun, Aug 25, 2013 at 2:35 PM
To: Class of 2017 <class.of.2017@trinity.edu>
Cc: Nupur Agrawal <nagrawal@trinity.edu>, MacKenzie Brown <mbrown@trinity.edu>, Mark Brodl <mbrodl@trinity.edu>, Sarah Pinnock <spinnock@trinity.edu>, "Yoder, Carol" <cyoder@trinity.edu>, "A. Kate Polivka" <kpolivka@trinity.edu>

Class of 2017 and Transfer-Student Advisors:

The honor code exam is now accessible on T-Learn and should be taken at your earliest convenience. Resident mentors will be helpful if you have questions about how to access T-Learn. Transfer advisors, please share with your advisees.

Best wishes to all!
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